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Abstract
This is the second of two papers on a novel physical science course for student 
teachers that develops and uses an imaginative approach to Primary Physical Sci-
ence Education. General philosophical, cognitive, developmental, and scientific 
issues have been presented in the first paper; here, we briefly recapitulate the most 
important aspects. In the main part of the current paper, we present in some detail 
concrete elements of the implementation of the course at three Italian universities 
where Primary Physical Science Education has been taught for more than 6 years. 
After a brief description of the course structure, we discuss which parts of macro-
scopic physics are taught, and how this is done in lectures and labs. Most impor-
tantly, we show how the science is entwined with methods related to pedagogy and 
didactics that (1) help our students approach the science and (2) can be transferred 
quite readily to teaching children in kindergarten and primary school. These meth-
ods include the design of direct physical experience of forces of nature, embodied 
simulations, writing and telling of stories of forces of nature, and design and perfor-
mance of Forces-of-Nature Theater plays. The paper continues with a brief descrip-
tion of feedback from former students who have been teaching for some time, and 
an in-depth analysis of the research and teaching done by one of the students for her 
master thesis. We conclude the paper by summarizing aspects of both the philoso-
phy and the design of the course that we believe to be of particular value.
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An Imaginative Approach to Primary Physical Science Education 
(PPSE)

In our first paper on the subject (Corni and Fuchs 2020: Primary Physical Science 
for Student Teachers at Kindergarten and Primary School Levels: Part I—Foun-
dations of an Imaginative Approach to Physical Science—hereafter referred to as 
Paper I), we outlined our research program we call Primary Physical Science Edu-
cation (PPSE). After summarizing the main points of Paper I in this introductory 
section, we shall discuss the structure, implementation, and evaluation of a physics 
course for Master Degree students in Primary Education, which follows the path laid 
out in the project. First, however, a few words concerning our main goals for the 
course and the purpose of this paper are in order.

Course Goals and Purpose of the Paper

In the course, we aim at empowering future teachers to become confident and com-
petent creators and narrators of good stories of forces of nature1 for children in 
kindergarten and primary school, who know how to use these stories for creating 
narrative experience paralleling direct physical experience of forces of nature. We 
pursue this central goal through combining lectures and labs where we teach our 
students how to apply results of research on metaphoric and narrative structures in 
(physical) science to a description of macroscopic processes and systems that cent-
ers upon forces of nature such as wind, rain, light, and fire; heat, gravity, water and 
other fluids; thunderstorms and electricity; soil, plants, and food; and motion (see 
Paper I).

The physical science behind PPSE is derived from a generalized approach to 
dynamical systems in continuum physics. How formal physical science can be con-
nected up with pedagogy suitable for kindergarten and primary school pupils has 
been the subject of research and development that has been described in Paper I. 
In this research, we have combined a critical review of epistemology and practice 
of macroscopic physics and its applications to natural and technical systems with 
enactive (embodied) cognitive science. Our central claim derived from that research 
is that direct physical experience of nature (by children) in parallel with narrative 
experience leads to abstractions and imaginative structures of mind that can be 
rediscovered in formal physical science, thereby forming a useful basis from which a 
later mature understanding of scientific and technical issues might arise.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to describe practical elements of peda-
gogy we have developed for PPSE that let future teachers imagine, learn about, and 

1 We enlarge the scope of this goal to include forms of communication other than linguistic narratives, 
namely embodied simulations (such as when we use our bodies to represent what water and electricity 
“feel” and “do” in hydraulic and electric circuits, respectively; see Embodied simulations) and Forces-of-
Nature Theater plays where children can act as forces of nature in more complex systems (such as when 
food is produced through photosynthesis in leaves of a tree where different forces of nature interact and 
exchange energy; see sub-section Forces-of-Nature Theater).
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practice how they can create examples of narrative science didactics for children 
from about 3 to 11 years of age (the age range for kindergarten and primary school 
in Italy).

Experience and Embodied Minds

In designing an imaginative approach to primary physical science for student teach-
ers we have been guided by the question of how children (and adults) experience 
nature, both directly, physically (see Dewey 1925), and indirectly through what has 
been called narrative experience (Caracciolo 2014).

Modern versions of the naturalistic approach to experience championed by 
Dewey are to be found in philosophy of mind and cognitive science under the head-
ings of embodied cognition (Varela et al. 1991; Lakoff and Johnson 1999), aesthet-
ics and phenomenology (Johnson 2007; Gallagher and Zahavi 2012), or (radical) 
enactivism (Hutto and Myin 2017; Di Paolo et  al. 2018). We derive much of our 
sense of origin and meaning of concepts, models, and theories of physical science 
from what we know about the functioning of embodied minds.

An important part of the concept of imagination, which is so essential to our 
design of the science course, is related to the use of narratives in the form of stories 
of forces of nature (Fuchs 2015). Such stories provide a parallel avenue to the expe-
rience of nature. Caracciolo (2014), in particular, has outlined in detail how narra-
tive experience is possible. Moreover, another source describing the fundamentally 
important role of narrative in human life is Gallagher’s and Hutto’s Narrative Prac-
tice Hypothesis (Gallagher and Hutto 2008) which demonstrates how children learn 
about other humans through hearing and reading stories. We believe the same is true 
for how understanding of nature can be nurtured through stories of forces of nature 
(Corni 2014).

Forces of Nature2

Many of the natural scientific elements of the course—the disciplinary contents—
revolve around the concept of Force of Nature. We use Force of Nature in the sense 
of a fuzzy category of phenomena that present themselves as agentive to the human 
mind. Phenomena that could be called primary forces of nature include wind, rain 
and water, fire an ice, heat and cold, (Sun-) light, thunder and lightning, food and 
fuels, and motion (see Table 1). In physical science, this list is streamlined and is 
made up of the typical headings of macroscopic physical theory: fluids, electric-
ity and magnetism, heat, chemical processes, gravitation, and rotational and linear 
motion (mechanics) (see Table 2).

A specific force of nature is characterized by three main elements or aspects: 
quantity or extension, quality or intensity, and power. In the case of electricity, these 
are charge, electric potential, and electric power; in linear motion, they are (linear) 

2 See the section The Gestalt of Force of Nature in Paper I.
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momentum, velocity, and mechanical power. (We construct the concept of energy 
from the primitive notion of power.)

Naturally, a concrete force of nature exhibits a rich web of special relations and 
properties that goes far beyond what we just summarized. Nevertheless, assuming 
that the idea of force of nature can be applied to the various agentive phenomena 
nature presents us with makes these phenomena similar to each other: our mind 
can make use of analogical reasoning to a high degree when dealing with physical 
science.

Macroscopic Physics

For the natural scientific basis for our course, we have chosen the generalized 
approach developed in continuum physics over the second half of the 20th century 
(Truesdell and Toupin 1960; Truesdell and Noll 1965) and, more specifically, in 
continuum thermodynamics (Müller 1985; Jou et al. 1996). A simplified and more 
easily accessible version of a generalized theory of macroscopic processes can be 
built by creating a theory of spatially homogeneous dynamical physical systems 
(Fuchs 2010 [1996])—see also Paper I: section on Identifying the Imaginative Struc-
ture of Continuum Physics.

Prominent features of this approach, which also forms the basis of physical 
aspects of engineering and systems science, earth and environmental science, and 
macroscopic phenomena in astrophysics, are the following (Fuchs 2010). A concrete 

Table 1  Primary (pre-scientific) 
forces of nature

Some primary forces of nature

Wind
Rain and water
Fire and ice, heat and cold
(Sun-) Light
Thunder and lightning
Food and fuels
Motion

Table 2  Formal list of forces 
of nature

Forces of nature in continuum physics

Fluids
Electricity and magnetism
Heat
Substances
Translational motion
Rotational motion
Gravitation
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theory contains fundamental or primitive quantities, laws of balance for fluidlike 
(extensive) quantities, constitutive relations, and the energy principle. The funda-
mental or primitive quantities used in a theory of continuum physics are those that 
derive from an analysis of the gestalt of Force of Nature applied to forces such as 
heat, electricity, substances, and motion. In the case of heat as a force of nature, 
these are hotness (thermal intensity), entropy (caloric: quantity of heat), and con-
ductive flux of entropy; for all other phenomena, there are analogous intensive and 
extensive quantities including the conductive fluxes.3

Narratology: Stories of Forces of Nature

We have already referred to the importance of narrative for experience and an imagi-
native approach to PPSE (see also Paper I, sections on Stories of Forces of Nature: 
Narrative Framing of Natural Scenes; and Stories and Story-Worlds). Stories of 
forces of nature4 have played a central role both in science education of student 
teachers (they learn to analyze and use existing stories, and how to create their own 
in their teaching practice) and in classrooms and nature studies in kindergarten and 
primary school (Corni et al. 2014b).

Cognitive linguistics: Image Schemas, Metaphor, and Analogy

Cognitive linguistics (Geeraerts and Cuyckens 2010) has taught us how to look at 
the schematic action of mind and imaginative use of schemas in thought, particu-
larly in metaphoric projection and analogical reasoning.

Schematism leads body and mind to the construction of force schemas (such as 
obstructing or enabling; see Talmy 2000) and image schemas (such as scale, path, 
container, in-out, substance, difference, tension, flow; Johnson 1987; Hampe 
2005; see also section Image Schemas in Paper I) that are used for giving embodied 
meaning to perception (such as seeing pressure structured as a vertical scale, or 
heat as a (fluid) substance capable of flowing into or out of bodies). Since sche-
mas, which are perceptual units or gestalts, have internal structural logic (container: 
inside, outside, bounding surface, allowing for in-out passage of fluids), their logic 
is applied in thought.

In the simplest case of metaphoric structuring of thought (Lakoff and Johnson 
1980, 1999; see section Metaphor in Paper I), schemas are projected onto domains 
of knowledge (such as electricity or temperature) to form conceptual metaphoric 
structures (such as electricity is a fluid substance or temperature is a vertical 
scale). Concrete metaphoric expressions are witnesses to our imaginative forms of 
thought and understanding.

3 See also Corni et al. (2018) for an outline of this structure applied to mechanical phenomena in the 
setting of Fisica in Moto, a laboratory for young learners created by Ducati Motor Company in Bologna, 
Italy.
4 For examples of stories of forces of nature, see Fuchs (2011, 2013), Fuchs and Fuchs (2020), and 
below in section A student’s research and master thesis in PPSE.
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It turns out that to a large degree, the exact same schemas are projected onto dif-
ferent forces of nature, rendering them similar to the human mind and allowing for 
analogical reasoning over the various fields of physical science (Fuchs 2010; Paper 
I: section Analogical Structures in the Descriptions of Forces of Nature, and Paper 
I: Fig. 2).

Development of Cognitive Tools5

When our students have to transform an approach such as the one described here, 
which makes use of elements of macroscopic physics, narratology, and cognitive 
linguistics, (from kindergarten through primary school) into concrete pedagogy for 
their young learners, they need to have an understanding of the development of mind 
and cognitive abilities of children as they grow and change. We have integrated the 
philosophy and practice of imagination in learning and the development of cognitive 
tools worked out by Kieran Egan (1986, 1997, 2005) and coworkers.6

According to Egan, cognitive tools are tools that have been made available by 
cultures and are in some form “recapitulated” by the individuals growing up in such 
cultures. These tools are, in important ways, related to imagination and evolving 
forms of language use. For example, metaphor and narrative are cognitive tools that 
develop in, or are appropriated by, the minds of very young children going through 
a phase Egan calls mythic understanding, which is tied in with the phase of appre-
hension of oral language (Egan 1988; for an application of this perspective to physi-
cal science education, see Fuchs 2014). The second phase suggested by Egan and 
important for the education of slightly older children (going into adolescence) is 
romantic understanding. Cognitive tools that develop and play an important role 
in this phase are beginning literacy (and its eventual mastery, including list mak-
ing, mapping, and diagramming), an appreciation of the power of perception, and a 
growing sense of external reality (including the developing ability of dealing with 
the overwhelming detail and richness of the external world).

Structure of This Paper

In the following sections, we shall describe concrete aspects of the implementation 
and teaching of PPSE to teacher students and their reactions to the course—always 
keeping in mind what this might mean for children learning about their encounters 
with nature and technical systems.

We first outline the structure of the course (section Structure of the course) that 
has been taught over the last 6 years at three universities. Note that a description of 
philosophic and cognitive issues is left out—we refer here to Paper I and the short 
summary above.

6 See the resources made available at http://www.circe sfu.ca.

5 See the section Cognitive Tools: Tools of Imagination in Paper I.

http://www.circesfu.ca
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In section Themes treated in the course, we show how we introduce student teach-
ers to primary forces of nature such as wind, rain, fire, light, heat and cold, food and 
fuels (see Tables 1 and 2); this forms a precursor to a more rigorous treatment of 
forces of nature in macroscopic physical science, a theme we will touch upon at 
the end of the section where we show how system dynamics models of natural and 
technical systems can be created and made use of by our students. Primary forces of 
nature are a subject that lends itself quite easily to direct transfer to classrooms and 
outdoor learning environments7 for the youngest learners in kindergarten and the 
first couple of years of primary school.

We then move on to describe how embodied simulations and Forces-of-Nature 
theater can be created (where we suggest to our students how our bodies can be 
used to express knowledge and understanding of physical systems and act out stories 
of forces of nature); simulations and plays can be applied to cases of physical and 
technical systems interesting for later years in primary school as well. Importantly, 
Forces-of-Nature theater makes use of a metaphorical and narrative approach to the 
role of energy in physical systems and processes.

This section continues with a couple of short subsections on how to analyze, cre-
ate, and use stories of forces of nature, and how we let students apply their knowl-
edge in a laboratory project where they analyze the processes taking place in a toy 
and create a story and a Forces-of-Nature Theater play for the system they analyze.

In concluding this long section, we describe how we introduce students to system 
dynamics modeling and simulation of simple physical and technical systems. Sys-
tem dynamics modeling supports our students’ understanding of properties and roles 
of forces of nature in natural and technical systems, and it can be used, particularly 
in conjunction with embodied simulations, with older children in primary school.

In section Steps Towards an Evaluation of the Course, in order to evidence our 
students’ reaction to the course, we present data from some relevant items in the 
end-of-course survey. Moreover, to show how student teachers make concrete use of 
the education they received in our PPSE courses, we report results from a question-
naire collected from former students who are now practicing teaching. And finally, 
in a little more depth, we present a case study of the research and teaching internship 
of a student at the end of her Master-Degree course.

In Summary and Conclusion, we briefly summarize what we believe are the 
most important results of our implementation, teaching, and evaluation of the PPSE 
course.

7 While this is not the main direction of research and development in PPSE, our approach uses aspects 
known from Land Based Education (see, for instance, https ://knowi ngthe land.edubl ogs.org/land-based 
-educa tion-progr am/). We refer to the aspect of stressing direct (physical) experience of forces of nature. 
Moreover, we find good examples of stories of forces of nature in aboriginal myths; importantly, this 
relates to Egan’s (1988, 1997) educational philosophy which we make use of when we develop the theme 
of cognitive tools of mythic culture (see above and Paper I).

https://knowingtheland.edublogs.org/land-based-education-program/
https://knowingtheland.edublogs.org/land-based-education-program/
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Structure of the Course

Over the last 6 years, the theoretical foundations outlined in Paper I and sum-
marized in the introduction (An Imaginative Approach to Primary Physical Sci-
ence Education) have been used to develop a physics course for student teach-
ers for kindergarten and primary school levels that integrates lectures, laboratory, 
and, for some students, teaching apprenticeship and thesis work revolving around 
physical science.

At Italian universities, the physics course in the Master-Degree Program in Pri-
mary Education provides 8 credits for lectures, plus 1 credit for laboratory activi-
ties. It is taught either in the third or the fourth year of the 5-year course of studies.

The specific course we are going to present has been taught 12 times in the last 
6 years at three different Italian universities with slight differences in the laboratory 
part. It has been taught at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia (third year, 
from academic year 2013–14 to 2018–19), at the University of Verona (third year, 
in 2014–15), and at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano (third and fourth years, 
starting in 2014–15) where it is still being taught and further developed. Depending 
upon the university, the hours for lectures vary from 56 to 60, and those for the labo-
ratory from 16 to 25. The number of students in a single year range from 80 to 120.

Since conditions and structures vary to some degree from university to university, 
we shall describe some of most typical concrete examples of our approach to lec-
tures and labs. It is possible that the description of a particular example or case will 
not apply in detail to a course taught at the different sites; rather, it is meant to give 
the reader background information on how central elements of such a course can be 
implemented.

Course Topics

Table 3 lists the contents of the course by broad categories with the corresponding 
percentage of assigned hours in the lecture part of the course. The topics covered 

Table 3  Course contents and time allotted to subjects (referring to the lectures)

Lecture topic % of time 
devoted to 
subject

1. Philosophical foundation 3
2. Linguistic tools: image schemas and metaphors 4
3. The gestalt of Force of Nature 4
4. Extensive and intensive physical quantities and constitutive relations 11
5. Analogical treatment of forces of nature 54
6. Energy 14
7. Cognitive tools in mythic and romantic understanding 5
8. How to build a story 5
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mirror the model for PPSE described in Paper I and synthesized briefly in the intro-
duction (An Imaginative Approach to Primary Physical Science Education).

Lectures

Lectures are offered in a lecture hall suitable for demonstration experiments and for 
some embodied simulations (role playing of physical processes by groups of stu-
dents). Attendance is not mandatory: the average number of students attending lec-
tures is about 60% of those taking the course. Factors that affect attendance are the 
large number of working students (varying over the years from 20 to 40% of the 
enrolled students), and the fact that some students may be occupied with exams and 
with teaching apprenticeships. A Moodle module is available for sharing materials 
with students and for communication. Students are requested to write a summary of 
one of the lectures; they do this in teams for a particular lecture assigned to them 
(this is part of the exam requirements, see below).

Laboratory

Laboratory activities are designed as periods of practical activities where students 
have an opportunity to apply some of the contents covered during lectures with a 
focus upon primary education. Attendance is compulsory for students to be admit-
ted to the final exam. Laboratories are organized in workshops of 25 to 35 students 
working in teams of 3 to 5 persons. They take place after most or all of the lectures 
are over with. The activities vary from university to university depending upon par-
ticularities of the curriculum. Activities may be one or more of the following: small 
experiments dealing with dynamical physical systems; working on a project investi-
gating a toy; learning to analyze and write stories of forces of nature; and creating 
and acting out plays of forces of nature (which we call Forces-of-Nature Theater).8 
In sub-section Toys and forces of nature—A lab project, we describe the most fre-
quently and recently adopted structure of laboratory activities. In general, student 
teachers are invited to put themselves into the frame of mind of children and test 
their skills in applying what they have learned from the lectures. After the labora-
tory work, students should have directly experienced the various aspect of designing 
and constructing didactic activities according to the imaginative approach taught in 
the course.

8 Previously, we called this Energy Play (Corni et al. 2019b; Landini et al. 2019). In order to avoid con-
fusing our approach based upon fundamental aspects of forces of nature with Energy Theater (Close and 
Scherr 2015), we use the term Forces-of-Nature Theater. Energy Theater only represents properties of 
energy without regard to underlying physical systems and processes. In Forces-of-Nature Theater, the 
main “players” are agents representing forces of nature rather than energy. Energy is carried by these 
agents and plays a subsidiary, if important, role (see section Forces-of-Nature Theater).
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Final Exam

There is a final course exam covering lectures and labs. Part of it is taken in teams 
(usually the lab teams), part has to be performed individually. Teams prepare cer-
tain materials for this exam: (i) an extended summary of a single lecture assigned to 
them, (ii) a process diagram of processes taking place in a toy which they have stud-
ied in the lab, and (iii) a story about forces of nature for children at an age of their 
choosing from 3 to 11 years old. The examination consists of a group discussion 
based upon the materials they bring with them, and of questions about the course 
contents that have to be answered by the students individually.

Remarks Concerning the Subsequent Discussion of the PPSE Course

Most of the course contents covered during lectures, particularly those referring to 
items 1–3 and 7 in Table 3, and the general aspects of an imaginative approach to 
physical science, have been presented in some depth in Paper I; they have been sum-
marized briefly in the section An Imaginative Approach to Primary Physical Science 
above. For this reason, we shall now concentrate upon special topics in physical sci-
ence and their implementation in lectures, plus some practical elements dealt with in 
the laboratory. Note that certain aspects of the implementation of our course—such 
as the division of labor between lectures and labs—depend upon the university and 
which academic year our students are in. Therefore, what we discuss here should be 
taken as exemplary for how a course might be structured.

Themes Treated in the Course

In the following, we will describe mostly those elements of our course that suggest 
how practical examples of PPSE can be created that are suitable for children both at 
the younger and the older ends of the age range spanning kindergarten and primary 
school.

Primary Forces of Nature and Forces in Formal Physical Science

After philosophical and linguistic subjects have been covered during early lectures, 
we begin with physical science topics in our course. The first encounter with forces 
of nature is given a pre-scientific and purely qualitative and pictorial/visual form. 
We call upon a list of primary forces the awareness of which we shape in our direct 
experience of physical nature (Table 1). Later, we point out that categorization of 
forces of nature in (continuum) physics takes a different form (Table 2).

Primary forces of nature afford a treatment of natural phenomena accessible to 
young minds. How they can be conceptualized and dealt with in imaginative uses 
of language is therefore quite important to our student teachers. The transition from 
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pre-scientific to scientific forms of conceptualization occupies a fairly large part of 
the course.

It is here where we introduce examples of stories of forces of nature (commonly 
in a form useful for children) such the Winter Story where cold as a force of nature 
is the main character (Fuchs 2011). One type of story that has proved quite useful 
are nature myths of aboriginal peoples. An example we have been using more and 
more frequently is Why we need wind (also called Gluscabi and the Wind Eagle),9 
which has apparently been used widely by a large number of North American native 
peoples. The story tells how the young hero, annoyed by being constantly inter-
rupted from fishing by strong winds, goes to the mountains to make the wind eagle 
Wuchowsen stop producing wind—which backfires since the air will become bad 
and foul smelling in the valley. The hero climbs back, releases the eagle and reaches 
an agreement that, from now on, the wind will blow only during some periods.10

Both in the Winter Story and in Why we need wind, we learn about the proper-
ties of characters such as cold or wind. Their basic properties are the same as those 
that will be identified as formal concepts in physical science: intensity, amount or 
size (extension), and power (which, in scientific form, is related to the concept of 
energy).

When it is time to move gently toward a scientific treatment of forces of nature, 
we use conceptual structures as they are constructed in continuum physics. For rea-
sons of brevity and to give priority to the description of the innovative features of 
the course that suggest how ideas native to PPSE can lead to concrete pedagogy 
for kindergarten and primary school, we refer the reader to Paper I: Identifying the 
Imaginative Structure of Continuum Physics.

Embodied Simulations

We want our students to understand physical science aspects tied in with bodily 
experience, everyday language, and conceptualizations accessible to the mind of a 
child. How this is achieved in a lecture or laboratory will depend upon aspects of 
infrastructure and time available. However, given the importance of this aspect for 
student teachers, we want to describe examples of embodied simulations of physical 
processes and constitutive relations that may even be played out in a lecture.

9 One of the sources for this story can be found at http://www.angel fire.com/ia2/stori es3/wind.html. The 
word Wuchowsen, which is used in the original native languages for the wind eagle, is actually not a 
name but a verb or adjective meaning blowing (making wind) or it-is-windy (Leavitt 2011). This reminds 
us of an important issue relating to primary understanding. We experience wind, not air, and we experi-
ence rain, not water, in some of the primary encounters with nature. Therefore, teachers of small children 
need to be cautioned about how to guide their students toward experiences of nature. Air and water, as 
substances or, rather, matter, are concepts that form only later in the life of a student—they are related to 
a more modern stage of literate culture (Egan 1997)—and should be distinguished from primary experi-
ence of forces (Fuchs and Cervi 2015).
10 Notice the occurrence of feedback in this story—this is an example that can be useful for early 
encounters with systems thinking.

http://www.angelfire.com/ia2/stories3/wind.html
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Imagine you have enough space in a lecture hall to call upon a number of students 
to act out simulations of certain situations—for their own benefit as well as that of 
their fellow students watching them. We are referring here to balance of amounts 
of fluidlike substances, expressions of tensions, resistive processes, capacitive rela-
tions, the working of pumps or generators, and the application to small dynamical 
elements.11 Further below in Forces-of-Nature Theater, we shall describe how pro-
cesses in larger systems where several forces of nature interact can be represented as 
theatrical plays.

Balance of Amounts of a Fluidlike Quantity

We can give students an opportunity for developing an embodied sense for laws of 
balance of fluidlike quantities such as electric charge, caloric (entropy), momentum, 
and volume of fluid. Naturally, what we are going to describe here can, and maybe 
should, be applied to other quantities such as money or number of people in a city as 
well.12

All we need is enough space for marking off an area of the floor as a storage unit 
for the fluidlike quantity we would want to work with. We need enough students to 
represent this quantity, and we need a number of observers, controllers, and “time-
keepers” who write down the number of students in the storage unit in the course of 
time, magnitude of flows (and possibly production rates), and time period, respec-
tively. Time is divided into periods (time steps or “rounds”) during the simulation.

Fig. 1  Students experiencing the analogue of hydraulic stress of water in a bottle, increasing with depth 
(left), and simulating water in a bottle and a pipe leading out of the bottle (right: students on the right are 
in the bottle, those on the left are in the pipe). The student in the middle facing right simulates a closed 
valve

12 This game has been described and made available in the context of the System Dynamics in Educa-
tion Project at MIT in Cambridge, MA. See Creative Learning Exchange: The Shape of Change. http://
www.clexc hange .org/clepr oduct s/shape ofcha nge_lesso ns.asp.

11 Because of their central importance for metaphoric conceptualization, we use simple hydraulic sys-
tems. If we allow for analogic transfer, the situations can be understood as embodied simulations of other 
phenomena—such as electrical or thermal—as well.

http://www.clexchange.org/cleproducts/shapeofchange_lessons.asp
http://www.clexchange.org/cleproducts/shapeofchange_lessons.asp
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A timekeeper calls out the numbers of consecutive periods (1, 2, 3, …). During a 
round of the game, a number of students enter, and a usually different number of stu-
dents leave the storage unit. These numbers are defined beforehand by the control-
lers, and observers keep track of relevant numbers as time steps follow one another.

Flows, production rates, and initial number of students in the storage unit are var-
ied, and results are later analyzed. Part of the analysis requires students to compute 
the rate of change of number of students in the storage unit. The main learning that 
should take place is this: all flows and production rates added up (with proper signs) 
tell us how fast the stored quantity is changing.

Collecting Water in an Open Tank

It is fairly simple to simulate an experience of what happens to water collecting in 
a tank. We need a few students and a wall (see Fig. 1, left). A single student will 
represent a layer of water. Adding a first layer of water to an empty tank is simulated 
by a first student leaning against the wall—representing the bottom of the tank—
with outstretched arms. The student is asked to observe what he or she experiences: 
there should be a feeling of mechanical stress of a certain magnitude in the body, 
an equally in the arms. When a second student representing the next layer of water 
leans against the shoulders of the first, this student should feel (about) the same 
stress in body and arms. For the first students, however, the situation has changed: 
the stress in his/her arms should have doubled. Subsequently, more students join a 
lengthening queue: in this manner, a certain number of layers of water in a tank is 
simulated.

Note that the feeling of (magnitude of) stress in body and arms represents the 
hydraulic/mechanical situation of the water quite faithfully. The stress in the body—
which should be equal for every student in the queue—simulates the weight of a 
layer of water. The growing stress in the arms, on the other hand, simulates the ris-
ing pressure of the water; interpreted from the viewpoint of mechanics, this is the 
rising force (per cross section) on the water layers as we proceed downward to the 
bottom of the tank.

Water in a wider tank can be simulated by creating two parallel queues. This 
allows us to understand the fact that the pressure of the water rises only with depth 
and is independent of the cross section of the tank or the actual amount of water.

Resistive Flow

Simulating resistive flow of water through a pipe can remind us of forms of embod-
ied understanding that are well known in everyday life. We all understand the bodily 
feeling of resistance or the raising of obstacles or impediments to motion which we 
force ourselves to perform—which is transferred as a matter of fact to non-literal, 
i.e., metaphoric, situations such as resistance to some form of effort, social or emo-
tional or otherwise.

We can bring embodied experience of resistive transports to the classroom by 
asking two groups of students to form two chains facing each other that will repre-
sent the facing walls of a pipe. A third group of students will act as water “flowing” 
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through the conduit between the walls, and an additional small number of students 
plays a pump that will force the “water students” through the conduit. The situation 
allows for changes of the effort of the students playing the pump, and the width and 
length of the conduit. Students can then observe the resulting “current of water” as a 
function of effort and magnitude of impediments to this flow.

If the students embodying the water in the pipe form a chain with outstretched 
arms on the shoulders of the person in front of them and do not resist with their lags, 
they should be able to notice that the stress in their arms is largest for the person 
nearest to the “pump” and lowest (basically equal to zero) for the person just exit-
ing the conduit. If there is a valve at the end of the pipe, and water does not flow, 
we should notice that the stress in the arms is the same for every student simulating 
water in the pipe.

Tank, Pipe, and Valves

If the previous two examples have been successful, it is fairly easy to combine the 
situations (water in a tank and water flowing through a horizontal pipe fitted to 
the bottom of the tank) and add students playing the function of valves that can be 
opened or closed (see Fig. 1, right).

Simulation of Discharging of a Tank Through a Horizontal Pipe

Consider again a small system with water in a tank flowing out through a horizon-
tal pipe at the bottom. Here, the physical situation to be simulated is simplified so 
that students can concentrate on the temporal behavior of the level of water, i.e., the 
capacitive pressure difference across the tank.

A large circle on the floor represents the tank. It is “filled” with as many students 
as can possibly fit in there. The pressure of the water in the tank is felt as a function 
of “density” of students in the circle, and the magnitude of this pressure is taken as 

Fig. 2  An example of two simulations of “discharging of a water tank” with integer numbers of students 
(blue dots). The red result is for when we have an additional constant inflow. The “flow factor” is used to 
determine the fraction of students leaving the tank per unit time, based upon the “level” (or density) of 
students in the circle (which has been taken to be equal to the number of students in the circle). (Color 
figure online)
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a measure of how badly students want to get out of the space marked by the circle. 
The situation—specifically, the number or density of students—is monitored by an 
observer. Another observer “measures time” and indicates when a period of time 
has elapsed (as in the first example of simulating the balance of amounts described 
above). During a single period, a number of students proportional to the density of 
students in the circle is asked to leave the circle. (Naturally, it will be difficult to 
do this in a precise manner with integer numbers of persons!) The result will be an 
exponentially decaying density or tension in the tank (Fig. 2, blue dots).

The situation allows for an interesting variation: we can let a fixed number of stu-
dents “flow” into the tank per unit period of time and observe the temporal behavior 
of the system under these conditions (Fig. 2, red dots).

Introducing the Energy Principle

So far, we have not used the energy principle in our teaching and discussions of 
physical systems and processes with student teachers. The fact that we did not need 
to do this is one of the important aspects of learning about forces of nature: as long 
as there is basically a single force to be considered in a model, energy relations are 
not needed for understanding!

As we shall now see, the need for an energy principle arises primarily13 from the 
need for describing interactions of forces. When we introduce the energy concept 
in our course, we do so with the help of an animated story (Deichmann 2014) that 
provides an imaginative approach to forces of nature and their relation to energy (see 
also Corni et al. 2019b).

Fig. 3  The inventor’s perpetual motion machine (left). Initial push (2nd from left), after which forces of 
nature appear in the shape of spirits

13 We deliberately write “primarily.” There are cases and applications where we want to calculate energy 
quantities even if this is not necessary for a model of a dynamical physical system. Such situations arise 
mainly in energy engineering and predominantly in energy economics where we focus, almost exclu-
sively, on accounting for energy quantities.
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Perpetuum Mobile—An Animated Story of Forces of Nature

The animation tells the story of an inventor who dreams of the perfect perpetual 
motion engine (Fig. 3, left). When he finally builds it, it seems to work at first.

He starts the generator by hand, turning its axle (Fig. 3, second from left). This 
makes the electricity flow which, in turn, lights the lamp. The light of the lamp 
drives the solar cell (Fig.  3, second from right) which drives a water pump. The 
water is pumped high, falls down upon the water wheel (Fig. 3, right) which now 
turns and drives the generator, and so on, ad infinitum or in perpetuity…

However, since every operation produces some heat, the energy made available 
by the inventor during the initial “push” and then “handed” from part to part inside 
the machine, becomes less and less. In the end, inevitably, the engine will stop. 
When it becomes clear that it will never work, the machine is put under a glass cover 
near a window in the attic of a museum (Fig. 4, left).

There, by chance, the sun shines through the window (Fig.  4, center), its light 
falls upon the solar cell (photovoltaic cell) that is a part of the engine. The engine 
starts working, the heat generated in every step of the operations (Fig. 4, right) lets 
the glass cover break and so sets the engine free—from now on, it will work “for-
ever,” at least as long as the sun keeps shining, and as long as it does not break.

Apart from how the engine works internally, apart from the forces that operate 
in its interior, there are two noteworthy external circumstances that let the perpetual 
motion machine work. First, there is the Sun that sends its light to Earth. Second, 
the heat invariably produced in any real operation in nature and engines, can escape 
to the environment and from there to outer space. The engine is a mechanism that 
works in an open flow system that is the surface of our planet.

Agents Representing Forces of Nature

We tell our students that the animation represents forces of nature as agents—the 
little “spirits” that animate the perpetual motion machine (Fig. 3, two pictures on 
the right, and Fig. 4). This form of imaginative rendering parallels our experience 

Fig. 4  Put under a glass cover, the machine is tucked away in the attic of a museum. Luckily, its solar cell 
faces the window. When the sun shines through the windows into the room, the machine starts running. 
Heat is produced in the engine which breaks the glass cover and finally sets the machine free
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of agency that emerges from the experience of forces (of nature). We show students 
that these spirits embody all three main aspects of a forces: intensity (in their bod-
ily expression), quantity (in their size), and power. Their power shows up when they 
interact in physical elements of the machine. We point out that these elements have 
moved to the background whereas the spirits have become the figures acting before 
this new ground (this is an example of the cognitive operation of figure-ground 
reversal; Fuchs et al. in press, Fuchs et al. forthcoming).

Power and Energy

Forces are (more or less) powerful, which becomes apparent when agents, as repre-
sentants of forces, interact. In cognitive science, we speak of agents (the causing ele-
ment) giving energy to the patient (the receiving, accepting, or suffering element). 
This is quite similar to how the concept of energy is understood in generalized con-
tinuum physics (Paper I: Identifying the Imaginative Structure of Continuum Phys-
ics; Paper I: The Gestalt of Direct Manipulation, and Paper I: Fig. 6; for an extended 
treatment, see Fuchs 2010). So, for instance, if electricity drives a water pump, elec-
tricity is the agent, water is the patient, and electricity “hands” water some energy so 
that water may flow in the opposite “direction” of what it does spontaneously: it is 
forced to flow uphill.

In Deichmann’s animation, energy is represented metaphorically as dust (most 
easily seen in Fig. 3, second from right, where light “hands” dust to the sleeping/
relaxed agent representing electricity in a photovoltaic cell). In physics, we say that 
a driving force makes energy available which is then used by one or, usually, two or 
more caused forces. Typically, there is a single caused process we focus on (water 
in the case of a water pump), and a second phenomenon we do not bargain for, but 
which appears invariably in all real processes: the production of heat (the orange 
serpent in Fig. 4, right).

As students can see in the animation, if the same processes run at different 
speeds, the rate at which dust (energy) is exchanged in interactions of agents is dif-
ferent: low rate in “low power” interactions, high rate in “high power” interactions; 
therefore, power is conceptualized as the rates at which energy is either made avail-
able or used.

Properties of Energy

After clarifying dust in Deichmann’s animation as representing the concept of 
energy as it appears in physics and chemistry, we discuss with student teachers the 
following basic (metaphorical) aspects of this quantity and how it relates to forces of 
nature:

In interactions of forces of nature, energy is made available by the first (causing, 
driving) agent and used by the second receiving agent (by the patient). An agent 
can make energy available only if it is tense. Energy is used by a patient, not used 
up.
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Energy can be transported. Agents carry the energy they have collected from one 
place of interaction to the next (these places where interactions occur may be 
called “meeting places”). We call the agents energy carriers.
Energy is the same in all processes, there are no different types of energy. Energy 
is never converted.
A patient usually “misses” or “loses” some of the energy made available by the 
agent. Energy that is “missed” by a patient in an interaction is not “lost.” It is 
used by a new patient, namely, heat. (Amount of heat or caloric is produced when 
energy that was “missed” by a patient during an interaction is used; physicists and 
engineers say that the energy used during the production of caloric is dissipated.)
Energy is not produced nor destroyed (or lost). There is always the same amount 
of energy in nature. (Physicists say, energy is conserved.)
Even though there is always the same amount of energy in nature, energy can be 
used only if it has been made available by an agent. An agent can make energy 
available only if it is tense.
Energy can be stored in materials (together with agents/patients that have carry 
the energy).

At least some of the properties of the concept of energy listed here clash with 
how our students and experts alike speak about energy. Even in textbooks, we read 
that energy is produced and lost, that it is converted from one form to another, or 
even that motion is transformed into energy or energy is transformed into light or 
electricity. Interestingly, the talk of “energy conversion” is a tool for avoiding the 
agents that represent the forces of nature. If we say that “a solar cell converts light 
into electricity,” we (1) assume that light and electricity are energy (rather than met-
aphorizing them as agents and energy carriers), and (2) by doing so, we cover up 
what actually matters in physical systems and processes, namely, the existence and 
properties of the agents our mind introduces as representants of forces of nature.

Fig. 5  Simplified process diagram of a windmill-dynamo-lamp assembly (created by a group of students 
as part of a small lab project in our German language physics course at the Free University of Bolzano at 
Bressanone, Italy, 2019)
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Process Diagrams

We teach our students to discuss in group and develop process diagrams (Corni et al. 
2019a) for creating visually metaphoric representations of systems and processes 
(Fig. 5) according to the graphical representation reported in Part I. Potentials are 
metaphorized as levels. Agents are represented as fluidlike quantities that flow, are 
produced, drop through a tension, or are pumped. These fluidlike quantities make 
energy available or use it and transport it. All of this activity takes place in and 
between what we call couplers—schematic representations of natural or techni-
cal entities/devices (a leaf on a tree, an electric water pump…) that have receded 
to the background, and where forces interact. A couple of more examples of pro-
cess diagrams are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 of Paper I (Process Diagrams as Visual 
Metaphors).

Forces‑of‑Nature Theater

Deichmann’s (2014) Perpetuum Mobile animation has inspired us to create what 
we call a Forces-of-Nature Theater which we play with our students (Corni et  al. 
2019b); it has been used successfully before in primary school with children as 
young as six years (Fig.  6). A combination of the dynamics of systems and pro-
cesses playing out in the animation and the schematic figures contained in process 
diagrams presents us with an idea of how to play-act forces of nature. People—chil-
dren—can act as agents moving on a stage laid out like a chain of couplers with 
paths between them (Fig. 6, left). The layout of the stage is suggested by a process 
diagram for the system modeled; examples of process diagrams are found in Fig. 5, 

Fig. 6  A primary school class in Switzerland (2nd graders) play forces of nature acting and interacting 
in a lamp-PV-cell-motor/propeller system. Left: The floor with an outline of solar cell (bottom) and pro-
peller (top) with the paths (cables) for electricity between them. Right: A drawing by a child made after 
playing the Forces-of-Nature Theater
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and in Paper I: Process Diagrams as Visual Metaphors. People acting as forces-of-
nature-agents can move on the stage according to the flow of fluidlike quantities, 
interacting inside the couplers by exchanging something symbolizing energy (Fig. 6, 
right).

As an example, consider an electric motor driven propeller producing wind. The 
motor works with electricity that is pumped by light in a solar cell. With a large 
enough group of pupils in such a Forces-of-Nature Theater, student teachers can 
imagine assigning roles to fairly large teams that each learn to physically represent 
the properties of a fluidlike quantity—moving (flowing) along paths and express-
ing degrees of tension (tense or relaxed). For example, a team of children could 
be assigned the role of electric charge, i.e. the “electricity kids”, and another team 
could be assigned the role of the Sun’s light (the “light kids”). The “electricity kids” 
line up along the closed path connecting a solar cell and the motor/propeller produc-
ing wind (Fig. 6, right). Initially, they can all be relaxed. Then, “light kids” move in 
one by one. They will have been handed confetti—as an analog of dust/energy—by 
the “Sun” (maybe played by a teacher), which they now hand to the waiting “elec-
tricity kids.” An “electricity kid” who has just received some confetti will become 
tensed and start moving (the entire loop of “electricity kids” will start moving).

The tensed “electricity kids” will eventually hand the confetti they received to 
“wind kids” waiting in the propeller (the floor space representing the propeller). As 
they do this, they relax and move back toward the solar cell. Note that in every act 
of handing over confetti from one type of agent to another, some confetti will invari-
ably fall onto the floor. The lost confetti will be available to “heat kids” who carry 
them away inside the room.

There are a couple of interesting things some of the agents have to learn: “light 
kids” are “born” at the surface of the Sun and “die” in the solar cell, “electricity 
kids” are always there sometimes moving in a circle, and “heat kids” are “born” as 
they pick up confetti that fell to the floor. In all of this, the persons acting as forces 
of nature will experience an embodied (physical) logic of what forces of nature can 
and cannot do, and what happens to energy (confetti) and what does not. Just to 
mention a couple of points: agents do not “convert” into one another; agents are not 
energy; energy is always the same as it makes its way through a chain of devices and 
processes—energy does not change form.

Writing Stories of Forces of Nature

Story production is performed by students in preparation for the exam and, in a 
slightly different way, in laboratory activities. We want teacher students to become 
competent creators and narrators of good stories of forces of nature for children, 
so we provide them with the basis of narrative theory and practice for primary 
education.

In the lectures, we introduce the theme by critically question if there is, as Bruner 
(1990) insists, a dichotomy between narrative understanding and paradigmatic 
thought or if we should think of a continuum between these two forms of under-
standing. We encourage our students to reflect on the fact that if forces of nature are 
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perceived as powerful agents, we can recruit them as characters acting and suffer-
ing in stories. This also suggests that what has been said about the role of narrative 
in cognition—that (1) children learn to understand people through the stories they 
hear (Gallagher and Hutto 2008) and (2) hearing or reading stories creates narrative 
experience that is in many ways analogous to real or physical experience (Carac-
ciolo 2014)—will apply to stories of forces of nature as well.

We teach students the fundamental storytelling rules. For a story to be affective, 
it should reflect a typical story-schema (Egan 1986). In its simplest structure, a story 
takes its emotional onset from a tension created by an opposition or polarity (good 
and bad, happy and sad, discomfort and well-being, etc.), then it tells how the char-
acters act or suffer to solve the tension or mediate between the poles; the story ends 
when the tension is equilibrated or solved. Students can recruit forces of nature as 
actual characters and their “adventures” recounted; just as human peculiarities drive 
typical stories, so do the properties of forces of nature and their interactions (see 
Fuchs 2013).

It is important for student teachers to realize that children exposed to the meta-
phors embedded in and receiving meaning through such stories can learn how forces 
are structured (remember the aspects of quantity, intensity and power we want chil-
dren to learn about). Hearers of these stories can find out about whether or not fluid-
like quantities are conserved, how they accumulate and flow, how they relate to their 
potentials and potential differences, how they drive other phenomena, i.e., how they 
interact with other agents, etc. In other words, students try to make children learn to 
mentally create story-worlds, which become the bases for their scientific models of 
forces of nature. If we believe that (physical) science is a product of our imagina-
tion, it can be taught narratively in stories that use high-quality natural language 
(Fuchs 2015). In concluding the course, we give students stories of forces of nature 
(Corni 2013) 14,15 for analysis in terms of story-schema, character-schema and the 
concepts they have been exposed to in our course.

Through exposure to stories and story writing activities, student teachers should 
have become aware that stories of forces of nature mediate between narrative under-
standing and paradigmatic thought. A curriculum of primary science education 
becomes a set of great narratives to be told to children with the teachers being narra-
tors and storytellers of this part of human culture.

Toys and Forces of Nature—A Lab Project

To give the reader a feeling for what can be achieved in a laboratory that is part of 
our course, we briefly describe activities in one particular lab that lasted for five 
4-hour periods. Remember that the division of labor between lectures and labs 

14 The stories are available in English at the following links:
 http://www.hansf uchs.org/MATER IALS/Essay 1_Moden a_2013.pdf.
 http://www.hansf uchs.org/MATER IALS/Essay 2_Moden a_2013.pdf.
15 See also The Apple Story (https ://fchgo .eu/toolk it-devel opmen t/) that was produced for the EU Project 
FCHgo in 2019.

http://www.hansfuchs.org/MATERIALS/Essay1_Modena_2013.pdf
http://www.hansfuchs.org/MATERIALS/Essay2_Modena_2013.pdf
https://fchgo.eu/toolkit-development/
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depends upon the concrete curriculum of and infrastructure available at a particu-
lar university.

We used the first lab for experiments: Discharging water from a plastic bottle 
through a straw; equilibration of water levels in two plastic bottle connected by 
a straw; cooling of hot water in different (sealed) cans; diffusion and osmosis in 
a piece of cucumber into which a hole was bored and filled with salt. After per-
forming and documenting the experiments and observations in teams, students 
were asked to produce their first narrative explanations using forces-of-nature 
conceptualizations.

The second lab was devoted to finding and analyzing linguistic expressions for 
a force of nature (such as wind, light, fire, heat…) according to (image) schematic 
and metaphoric structures. Lab 3 was used to analyze a story of forces of nature 
presented to the students; the analysis concerned story structure and metaphoric 
elements.

Then we moved on to a small project for the last two lab sessions. Students 
were given a toy (we had examples of a hand-cranked dynamo torch; a windmill-
dynamo-light assembly; a solar-electricity-car; and a solar-hydrogen-car). The 
teams of students assembled the toys, operated them under various conditions, 
described assembly, operation, and function of the toys using narrative explana-
tions and process diagrams in a form appropriate for adults. Then they challenged 
themselves in planning how to set up a Forces-of-Nature Theater representing the 
functioning of their toy for a class of primary school pupils. Finally, students cre-
ated a story of forces of nature for children inspired by the toy. All the pieces of 
their project were documented in a short report.

Explicit System Dynamics Modeling and Numerical Simulation

Apart from theoretical background material of physical science (see Paper I: 
section on Identifying the Imaginative Structure of Continuum Physics), there is 
one more theme treated in our course that is meant to strengthen our students’ 
understanding of science and its practice independent of questions whether or not 
the subject is amenable to teaching in primary school. This is the field of system 
dynamics modeling and simulation (Corni et al. 2019a). By introducing our stu-
dents to this methodology we pursue a couple of ulterior motives: (1) we want 
to discuss epistemology by showing how knowledge is produced in physical sci-
ence by applying a modeling-based scientific methodology, and (2) motivate our 
students for issues in the field of complex dynamical systems which play such an 
important role in human interactions with nature and society (for a discussion of 
narrativity in complex systems, see Fuchs et al. (forthcoming)).

Let us stress, however, that there are examples of the application of system 
dynamics modeling in primary school, and that this constitutes a field of ongo-
ing research (see, for instance, Zuckerman 2004, and references therein). An 
important source of examples can be found in the Roadmaps produced for the 
System Dynamics in Education Project at MIT in Cambridge, MA. Note that our 
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examples of embodied simulations of the balancing amount of fluidlike quantities 
and of the discharging (and filling) of a tank (see above in Embodied simulations 
and Fig. 2) constitute applications of system dynamics modeling and simulation 
relying on our bodies and paper and pencil rather than computers.

Background

About 30 years ago, advances in software engineering opened up an entirely new 
world to the lay person: the creation and simulation of dynamical models with 
the help of graphical user interfaces (Paper I: Metaphors, Narrative, and Formal 
Dynamical Models; see also Fuchs 2002). These graphical user interfaces make a 
few of the fundamental schematic forms available for metaphoric projection onto 
conceptualizations of forces of nature. To demonstrate how this works for our stu-
dents, let us construct a simple model of discharging of a water tank in the software 
tool Insight Maker (Fig. 7).16

In Paper I, we have described how imagination helps us create models.17 Here, 
we want to concentrate mostly upon the mechanics of modeling and simulation. Any 
modeling activity presupposes some experience—observation, experimentation, 
data analysis, telling of what has happened, etc.—with a concrete system or mecha-
nism and an at least rough idea of what question(s) one would like to answer with 
the help of the model and its simulation.

A Word‑Model

In our example, a quick word model might look as follows. (1) At any given moment, 
there is a certain amount of water in the tank (measured in terms of volume); maybe, 

16 Insight Maker (http://www.insig htmak er.com) is just one of a handful of dynamical modeling pro-
grams that sport graphical interfaces. It is a free browser-based program running online. Its tools (espe-
cially the numerical methods) are quite limited but sufficient for our purpose. A tool that has a simpler 
and more stable graphical interface is Stella (iseesystems.com). Berkeley Madonna (berkeley-madonna.
myshopify.com) makes better numerical methods available for heavier scientific work.
17 We tell stories of processes undergone by the forces of nature in a particular system under specific 
circumstances. Such stories let story-worlds emerge in our mind. Story-worlds contain ideas that are used 
in the construction of formal models.

Fig. 7  Left: Graphical representation of ideas making up a model of draining of a tank through a hori-
zontal pipe at the bottom. Right: Equations making up such a model

http://www.insightmaker.com
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at the starting point, there is already some in the tank. (2) The amount of water can 
only change as a result of inflow and/or outflow of water. (3) The inflow is held con-
stant. (4) The more water there is in the tank, the higher its level, and therefore the 
pressure of the water, will be. (5) The outflow must depend upon this pressure: the 
higher the pressure, the stronger the flow.

Constructing the Model

This list that can be presented as a little narrative, suggests structure and logic of 
the model. (1) We need to represent the amount of water as a variable that can accu-
mulate (the rectangle in the model diagram in Fig. 7), and we give it the name of 
the quantity we are going to do the accounting for: Volume. The rectangle (called 
stock or reservoir) is initialized with the initial amount of water in the tank (equation 
(b) on the right in Fig. 7). (2) The processes this system undergoes are represented 
by inflow(s) and outflow(s)—therefore, we need to connect flow arrows (an inflow 
and an outflow) to the reservoir and give them the names Inflow and Outflow. Upon 
completing the drawing of the two flows connected to the stock, the software creates 
equation (a), which is the mathematical equivalent of the law of balance of volume 
of liquid in our present case. (3) The inflow is given a certain fixed value (equa-
tion (c)). (4) In order to obtain the pressure of the water in the tank—which will 
be needed to calculate the outflow—we introduce a variable (called Level). Since 
the level of water in the tank depends upon the cross section of the tank as well, 
we introduce a constant called Cross Section. Then, Volume and Cross Section are 
connected by “Links” to Level. Now, we have to write an equation: For a straight-
walled tank, we have equation (e) that expresses the concrete capacitive relation. (5) 
Finally, we need to express an idea regarding how the outflow might depend upon 
pressure; if the flow is simple, we can use equation (d): the flow is proportional 
to pressure, and inversely proportional to a constitutive factor that measures how 
strongly the flow is resisted. This factor is usually called flow resistance, which we 
have introduced as a constant factor R in the model diagram.

Fig. 8  Simulation of the model shown in Fig. 5 (solid line) compared to an imported set of data (points)
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Simulating the Model

When we give Cross Section and R concrete values (equations (f) and (g)), we are 
done, and we can attempt to simulate the model by means of the software. This nor-
mally involves setting some simulation parameters first, such as initial and final time for 
the simulation time span. Also, we need to specify the numerical method the software 
is supposed to use when solving the set of equations in Fig. 7 (if the software allows us 
this choice). Simulation results are normally presented in some output graphs. In the 
example presented here, the simulated level looks like the curve of red dots in Fig. 2. 
In Fig.  8, we show a simulation result plus an imported dataset (the data is fake: it 
was produced by hand to show what can be done with actual experimental datasets). In 
order to get simulation and dataset to fit as well as possible, parameters (Cross Section, 
R, Inflow, and/or initial value of Volume) need to be changed.

Discussion

Our students can quite easily learn to create models of the type introduced above. It 
takes some time, effort, and patience, but it works, and after a few tries even more 
complicated examples can be created. We have been able to ascertain that dynamical 
modeling is worth the while even (or maybe especially) in a course that treats physi-
cal science mostly qualitatively. Our students express satisfaction and demonstrate 
improved conceptual understanding of physical systems and dynamical phenomena.

System dynamics diagrams such as the one in Fig. 7 are often called maps. As 
mapping becomes an educational theme during the growth of tools of literacy (see 
Egan 1997, on the romantic phase of understanding related to development of lit-
eracy), it seems reasonable to introduce children in primary school to mapping rep-
resentations of mental models of how certain processes and system work. Again, 
note how graphical mapping of a model as in Fig. 7 can go hand in hand with the 
example of embodied simulation presented above (Embodied simulation and Fig. 2).

Understanding Practices of Modern Science

As we have pointed out above, with system dynamics modeling we pursue goals that 
go beyond preparing our students most directly for how they might be able to teach 
science in kindergarten and primary school. Creating dynamical models in general, 
and of forces of nature in action in natural and technical systems, has become a 
fundamentally important aspect of the practices of modern science. This practice 
has taught us much about the epistemology of science in general and of physics in 
particular, and it is an indispensable tool—again, both epistemologically and practi-
cally—in our dealings with complexity (see Fuchs et al. (forthcoming) for a more 
detailed discussion of these issues from the vantage point of a narrative approach to 
science). Of all the meta-issues of science education for future teachers, dynamical 
modeling and simulation might be one of the most relevant and interesting themes 
in our course.
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Steps Towards an Evaluation of the Course

The central aim of our course is to empower our students to become confident and 
competent creators and narrators of good stories of forces of nature for children. 
Naturally, there are many more goals we pursue with our teaching, such as some 
knowledge of theory and practice of figurative language, a facility with of aspects 
of cognitive narratology, and understanding of elements of the science of forces of 
nature (largely in qualitative form, including diagrammatic techniques, and experi-
menting with and modeling of some simple dynamical physical systems). In one 
way or another, however, they are all subsidiary to this one central goal.

Some qualitative and quantitative results of student feedback (including results 
from exams) have been presented at conferences (GIREP, ESERA, WCPE). Learn-
ing of the science covered in the course has been assessed (Corni and Dozza in 
press; Landini et al. 2019; Corni et al. 2019b, 2014a). Students’ abilities for creating 
and analyzing stories of forces of nature have been evaluated (Corni et  al. 2014a, 
b), and we have collected feedback concerning students’ inclination towards physics 
and perceived personal skills (Corni et al. 2014a).

Here we will present new results, relevant for the specific aim of this paper. In 
order to have information about the effectiveness of the course, we have solicited 
answers to a few questions from former students who have been teaching in kinder-
garten and primary school for at least a few years. We also have quantitative results 
from a general end-of-course survey. After briefly reporting these results, we will 
discuss, in some depth, a case study of research done by a student for her master 
thesis that can serve as an indication of what students learn from an imaginative 
approach to PPSE.

A Recent Survey Among Former Graduates

At the beginning of 2020, 24 former student teachers answered a questionnaire sent 
out to 44 of course participants who had done work beyond lectures and labs. We 
briefly synthesize answers of the 14 students who took the course most recently.

How do you feel about science and science teaching (weak, secure, autonomous, 
...)? The great majority of the teachers (86%) feel (mostly) confident and/or autono-
mous in teaching science. Most of them are aware of their need for further training 
and study.

To what extent and in what way do you feel helped by the approach taken in our 
PPSE course? Almost all the teachers declare that they adopt the approach of the 
course in their own teaching. In some cases, they explicitly express great satisfaction 
and that the course shapes their teaching. The course opens up a fresh and effective 
way of teaching science including simple and concrete themes and tools. In particu-
lar, the course gives the teachers a methodology for observing and understanding 
their pupils’ learning. The use of stories is mentioned by the 36% of the teachers.

Which elements of the course have shaped your teaching—not just of science—in 
the most profound ways? The most frequent course features teachers have become 
aware of as important for their teaching are the use of stories, metaphors and 
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analogies. 36% of respondents say that these linguistic tools have become central 
elements of their overall approach to teaching. They frequently use experimental 
work in teams where the syllabus asks for frontal lessons, and they note that they 
have learned to be able to listen their pupils. Again, 36% of the teachers say that the 
PPSE approach provides them with an integrating point of view for the various dis-
ciplines and activities in their teaching.

An End‑of‑course Survey

A significant source of information about reactions of our students to the course 
comes from the end-of-course survey which has been taken by a total of 386 stu-
dents. It is composed of general non-technical questions. The items most interesting 
for our purpose here are summarized in Table 4.

Despite their weak academic background in the sciences, most of the students 
feel that they can follow the course as it is structured and the topics as they are pre-
sented (only 7% say that it is definitely too difficult). The students are interested in 
the discipline (83% positive, 2% definitely negative) and have been motivated for 
the subject by the course instructor (95% positive or fairly positive, no negative). 
Finally, the students say that they are generally satisfied with how the course has 
been structured and implemented (90% positive or fairly positive, 1% negative).

A Student’s Research and Master Thesis in PPSE

Research and a master thesis are part of the Master-Degree in Primary Education 
at Italian universities. Since we have adopted the imaginative approach to primary 
physical science education, more and more students have signed up for doing their 
thesis in physical science (numbers have gone from close to zero to 15% to 25% per 
class).

Students’ research projects usually revolve around a teaching apprenticeship at a 
kindergarten or primary school during the last two years of the 5-year curriculum. 

Table 4  Primary (pre-scientific) and formal lists of forces of nature

Question Disagree 
completely 
(%)

Disagree 
mostly 
(%)

Agree 
mostly 
(%)

Agree 
completely 
(%)

Did you have sufficient prior knowledge to under-
stand the subjects?

7 21 46 26

Does the instructor stimulate/motivate interest in the 
discipline?

0 5 33 62

Does the instructor explain the topics clearly? 1 9 43 47
Are you interested in the subjects of the course? 2 15 47 36
Overall, are you satisfied with the way the course has 

been done?
1 10 51 38
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Students work under the supervision of both an academic and a school tutor in a 
classroom for 100 to 150 h.

In the following, we shall report on the research and thesis work of a student who 
chose to investigate a theme related to heat for 5-year old kindergarten students. The 
results were presented by the student herself at an international conference on inno-
vation in science education in primary school and kindergarten held at the Univer-
sity of Modena and Reggio Emilia (Beccari 2016).

A Story of Anger and Heat

The student teacher’s idea was to introduce the children to heat as a force of nature 
by speaking about a psychological force they are well aware of—namely, anger. She 
designed, wrote, and illustrated a story of a dragon about anger and heat (Fig. 9, left) 
on the basis of metaphors children used for anger during individual interviews with 
them. Here is the English translation of the story:

A long time ago there was a small dragon called Spike. He lived with his 
father and mother on top of a high mountain. He spent most of his time in the 
air flying, and he observed the world from above. Spike was a happy dragon 
[illustration].
But he had not yet met Anger and Heat. Anger and Heat were two small spir-
its, almost identical, always together and always ready to quarrel. They spent 
their time getting into and out of things and people. The difference was that 
Anger was angry and Heat was warm. Anger was red while Heat was yellow 
[illustration].
One summer afternoon, Spike was happily flying in the sky, when he saw 
some children playing in a pool. He liked water too and thought this might be a 
nice opportunity to play with the children. But he remembered that his mother 
and father always warned him to stay away from children because they were 
afraid of dragons [illustration].

Fig. 9  Angry Spike (left), and conceptual design of analogical relation between anger and heat (right); 
Beccari (2016)
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Then Anger and Heat suddenly entered his body. He didn’t know this at first, 
but he soon felt it. And very clearly! Spike immediately felt angry and hot. 
His face got very angry and frightful, and his mouth began spitting smoke. 
Spike looked at himself in a cloud … he had angry eyes, angry mouth, angry 
eyebrows, angry cheeks. His cheeks also felt very hot. Indeed, Spike’s whole 
body was hot. Anger and Heat were in Spike’s head. Spike was angry, angry, 
very angry. He was also hot, hot, very hot. And he felt sick because he couldn’t 
control all that rage and all that heat inside his body. He absolutely wanted to 
drive the small phantoms out of his body because then he would have felt well 
[illustration].
While flying and flapping the wings and spitting smoke, he approached the 
swimming pool with the children playing. The children were so happy, and he 
really wanted to play with them. Suddenly, he lost his balance and fell into the 
pool, just next to the children [illustration].
But the children were brave and were not afraid of dragons. They made friends 
with Spike and wanted to play with him. Spike was amazed and was very 
happy to play with them and felt their love. Anger and Heat, meanwhile, had 
left Spike’s body and had gone off to quarrel somewhere else. Spike was calm 
again and played with the kids [illustration]. (Original in Italian; Beccari 2016)

The main metaphors embedded in the story are anger/heat is a fluidlike substance, 
the body is a container for anger/heat, and anger/heat is a powerful agent. 
The assumption of the student’s thesis was that since heat and anger are presented 
together to children, metaphors for anger should apply analogously to heat (see 
Fig.  9 right). Example expressions for the three metaphors are “Then, Anger and 
Heat suddenly entered his body;” “Anger and Heat, meanwhile, had left Spike’s 
body;” “And he felt sick because he couldn’t control all that rage and all that heat 
inside his body.”

Rationale for the Structure of the Story

We all know the feeling of warmth or heat accompanying the occurrence of anger. 
Metaphoric expressions such as “he blew his top” testify to how our mind makes 
use of its metaphoric power by creating figurative structures. Such structures have 
been investigated intensively in cognitive linguistics. One way the results are com-
monly summarized is to postulate the existence of a conceptual metaphor anger is a 
heated fluid (Koevecses 1986; Lakoff and Kövecses 1987).

For our purpose, it is advantageous to consider anger an emotional force. Indeed, 
our analysis of the structure of force applies to anger just as it does to other forces. 
If we go back to our model of blending and analogy where the same metaphors 
applied to different forces make these forces similar to our mind (Paper I: Fig. 2), 
we see that anger and heat can be considered analogous to some degree. The reason 
for using a story involving the joint action of anger and heat can now be formulated 
as follows: children hearing the story are supposed to learn to compare experiences 
of heat and anger in order to learn from one for their understanding of the other. We 
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might conjecture that knowledge of anger is closer to a small child who then can 
transfer such understanding to the subject of thermal phenomena. But it does not 
really matter which of the two is dominant in a child’s mind at the outset; we hope 
to foster increased understanding of and strengthened linguistic ability in describing 
their experiences of both anger and heat.

Using the Story

During the project, the student teacher worked with two groups of children, an experi-
mental group and a control group. In the case of the experimental group, the use of the 
story was accompanied by a series of activities to help children grasp the behavior of 
the two forces (of nature and of our psyche) such as discussions about personal experi-
ences; dramatizing the plot of the story; and experiencing heating of water by immer-
sion of hot stones, drawing of pictures of the experience in temporal sequence, and 
discussion of what happened during the process. The control group did the activities 
relating to the thermal phenomena but was not exposed to the story.

The results of the project were twofold. For one, there was the effect upon the chil-
dren; secondly, there was a demonstration of professional competence by the student 
teacher. As far as the children were concerned, those in the experimental group devel-
oped a sense of heat as an agent—they demonstrated this verbally, in their drawings, 
and in their play.

In the control group, this specific form of development of imagination and fantasy 
did not take place. Children never mention heat or, more generally, a fluidlike sub-
stance responsible for thermal processes, and would only say that the water became 
hot because the stones were hot and that the stones became cold because the water was 
cold: water and stones changed their qualities in response to each other; there was no 
indication of equilibrium reached in the end.

Summary

For the purpose of the present study—i.e., teacher education—we are interested in 
how well the student teacher learned to work with elements of PPSE. The student 
was able to apply what she had learned about psychology, physics, metaphor, and 
narrative, both during the design phase of the story when she investigated children’s 
conceptions of anger, and in her research and analysis of conceptualizations chil-
dren demonstrated in various ways during the natural science activities. The study 
demonstrates the ability of a young teacher to apply metaphor research and narra-
tology to science teaching. In other words, it demonstrates how the student teacher 
lets studies in the humanities interact with those in primary science in a practical 
situation.

Summary and Conclusion

Let us conclude the paper by briefly summarizing aspects of both the philosophy and 
the design of the course we believe to be of particular value.
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Experience and Embodiment

We base the course upon a philosophical and cognitive model of embodied experi-
ence. The term experience is taken in Dewey’s sense as the result of feedback in 
action-perception loops, occurring between an organism and its physical, social, 
psychological, and cultural-linguistic environments. This has suggested to us a peda-
gogy for primary physical science education that combines direct physical and nar-
rative experience.

Elements of Primary Conceptualization of Experience

We make use of the primary embodied conceptualizations of nature available to us 
in figurative (metaphoric and narrative) thought and language that children have 
access to as well. This assures our students of their ability to independently make 
use of tools of imagination and makes them more positively inclined toward the 
sciences.

Integration and Continuity

The course is integrated at several different levels. We strive for continuity between 
lectures and laboratory activities, and practice through apprenticeship in school 
(including thesis work for those student teachers who want to complement their 
courses with research in physical science education). Second, what is taught, and 
how it is being taught, often applies directly to pedagogy for young learners. This 
allows in-service teachers to profit from training courses that make use of PPSE. 
Third, we integrate important elements of the humanities taught in the master-
degree program with our approach to physical science. Applying metaphor and nar-
rative theory, and a theory of cognitive development along cultural stages, to our 
model of experience and conceptualization of nature serves as a powerful bridge 
with pedagogy, linguistics, psychology, sociology, and science.

Natural Language and Non‑linguistic Forms of Expression

As our students learn about physical phenomena, the course develops their facility 
with language that preserves the images created in our mind by experience of forces 
of nature. Having this ability is important for our students in at least two respects: 
being able to speak “naturally” about nature and knowing how they can use a child’s 
language to probe his or her understanding. Our emphasis on figurative forms of 
natural language use (metaphor, analogy, narrative) is meant to train our students in 
this field.

Moreover, several different forms of expression (gestural, embodied simulations 
and Forces-of-Nature Theater, diagrammatic, and iconic) are engaged when we are 
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dealing with scientific subjects. This ties in well with the temporal development of 
the cognitive tools available to children. Only elementary mathematics is needed in 
this approach, even in the case of system dynamic modelling.

Practical, Student‑Centered Teaching and Assessment

Our students are assessed in a manner that coheres with the course philosophy. They 
have to show their creativity in designing direct physical experience of forces of 
nature for their young students, and their ability to put communication about such 
experience in narrative form by writing stories of forces of nature. Such stories are 
required to demonstrate our students’ mastery of generic aspects of forces of nature 
(experience of intensity, extension, and power) and the application of concepts to 
concrete cases where knowledge of constitutive relations for storage, flow, and pro-
duction/destruction and energy relations are needed. In this way, our students can 
demonstrate how they combine conceptual knowledge with pedagogical knowledge.
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